Nick Redfern Exposes Pentagon Secrets:
Classified Files about Pyramids, Lost Civilizations & UFOs

San Francisco, CA (June 22, 2012) — Renowned for creating attention in the media with his research and controversial theories about conspiracies and the paranormal, Nick Redfern is headed back to the bestseller lists with a new title, *The Pyramids and the Pentagon: The Government’s Top Secret Pursuit of Mystical Relics, Ancient Astronauts, and Lost Civilizations.*

Redfern takes his devoted followers and new readers on a wild ride into the secret, classified files of the U.S. Government in this detailed study of how and why government agencies have, for decades, taken a clandestine, relentless interest in archeological, historical and religious puzzles. Masses of new data and documents newly unearthed by Redfern are evidence that the U.S. military and officialdom are continuing to hide some hair-raising facts.

Highlights include:

- The CIA’s top-secret files on Noah’s Ark and the Dead Sea Scrolls
- U.S. Army documents about the Egyptian Pyramids constructed by levitation
- Disturbing military encounters with Middle Eastern djinns
- Claims of nuclear warfare in ancient India
- Links between the face on Mars and the pharaohs
- Crop circles, UFOs at Stonehenge, ancient astronauts

What does the government know and why are they continuing to hide the truth? *The Pyramids and the Pentagon* proves that provocative secrets are being maintained within government vaults, secrets that, if revealed, will change everything that we believe about civilization, religion and history.

About the Author: a popular author, media guest and journalist who specializes in unsolved mysteries and government conspiracies, Nick Redfern has investigated and written about aliens in Mexico, lake monsters in Scotland, vampires in Puerto Rico, werewolves in England, ETs, Bigfoot, and crashed UFOs in the United States.
Redfern is the author of more than 20 books, including:

- Contactees: A History of Alien-human Interaction
- Memoirs of a Monster Hunter: A Five-Year Journey in Search of the Unknown
- The NASA Conspiracies: The Truth Behind the Moon Landings, Censored Photos, and The Face on Mars
- The Real Men In Black: Evidence, Famous Cases, and True Stories of These Mysterious Men and their Connection to UFO Phenomena
- Science Fiction Secrets: from Government Files and the Paranormal
- Celebrity Secrets: Official Government Files on the Rich and Famous
- There’s Something in the Woods

He writes regularly for UFO Magazine, Fate, Fortean Times, and Paranormal Magazine, and has made frequent appearances on radio and TV:

- History Channel’s “Monster Quest”, “Ancient Aliens” and “UFO Hunters”
- National Geographic Channel’s “Paranatural”
- Syfy Channel’s “Proof Positive”
- BBC’s “Out of This World”
- MSNBC’s “Countdown”
- and many others

Nick Redfern is the co-host, with Raven Meindel, of the weekly radio show “Exploring All Realms”.
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